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Introduction to chapter 3 

In his chapter The role of the father in a pre-suicide state' Donald Campbell 
also stresses the use of attacks on the body to get rid of a painful mental state. 
For suicidal patients 'it is the body that is treated as an object and concretely 
identified with the lost and hated person'. Although there are different phanta
sies related to suicide, Campbell suggests that each is underlined by a wish for 
the 'surviving self' to 'merge with an idealised maternal imago', that is, suicide is 
intended to kill the bad, annihilating mother and to permit fusion with the ideal 
mother. The particular patient Camp.bell discusses had throughout his life felt let 
down and neglected by his father, abandoned to a sado-masochistic relationship 
with his mother. In the analysis he convinced his analyst that he was improving, 
inducing the analyst to be less vigilant about suicide than usual and hence to 
become 'neglectful' as the patient thought his father had been; the patient then 
absented himselffrom sessions and made a serious suicide attempt. The dynamic 
of the suicide attempt was later understood and worked through in the analysis. 

This paper may be inserted in the line of papers discussed in the review of the 
literature which point out to the relevance of the role of the father in enabling a 
child to separate from his mother. Although the patient's suicide fantasies were 
based on a pathological bond with his mother, during the pre-suicide state the 
internalised father who had failed to protect his son from the father was evoked 
in the counter-transference to function as a sanction for the suicidal act. 
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The role of the father 1n a 
pre-suicide state 

DONALD CAMPBELL 

The pre-suicide state and the suicide fantasy 

In 1910 the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society held a symposium 'On Suicide' : 
with particular reference to suicide amongst young students. Wilhelm Stekel's 
contribution identified revenge as a motivating factor in the suicide act: 

The child now wants to rob his parents of their greatest, most treasured 
possession: his own life. The child knows that he will thereby inflict the 
greatest pain. Thus the punishment the child imposes upon himself is simul
taneously the punishment he imposes on the instigator of his sufferings'. 

(Stekel, 1967, p. 89) 

Freud explored aggression turned against the self in suicide further in his paper 
'Mourning and melancholia' (1917). Freud observed that in melancholia, after 
a loss or a 'real slight or disappointment' coming from a person for whom there 
are strong ambivalent feelings, the hate originally felt toward the person may 
be redirected toward a part of the self now identified with the person. Instead 
of letting go of the person there is a regression to identification and sadism 
influenced by the ambivalence toward the person. Freud took this observation 
further: 

It is this sadism alone that solves the riddle of the tendency to suicide which 
makes melancholia so interesting - and so dangerous .... The analysis of 
melancholia now shows that the ego can kill itself only if ... it can treat itself 
as an object - if it is able to direct against itself the hostility which represents 
the ego's original reaction to objects in the external world. 

(Freud, 1917, p. 252) 
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In the suicidal individuals I have analysed it is the body that is treated 
b. . . . as an 

o ~ect and concretely 1denufied with the lost loved and hated person. M 
und_ersta~ding of_suicidal ~atients is influenced by Freud's observations an~ 
begtns wtth the vtew that m these patients a split in the ego has resulted · 

. . al d .. Ina 
crmc an puruuve superego perceiving the body as a separate, bad or dan 

b. ger-ous o ~ect. 

Whatever else is said about suicide, it functions as a solution born of des · 
and desperati~n. :-n !ndi~dual enters a pre-suicide state whenever the nor~ 
self-preservative msonct ts overcome and their body becomes expendable. 1 
some cases, the patient's rejection of his or her body comes silently or n 

nJ · .1: tl · h · ' may appear o y mwrec y m t e matenal- about which ( will say more later_ b 
h. h d . 'd Ut once t 1s a.s occurre a sutct e attempt may be made at any time. 

During a pre-suicide state the patient is influenced, in varying degrees b 
suicide fantasy, based on the self's relation to its body and primary objects:~: 
f~ntasy may o_r may not become conscious, but at the time of execution it has 
dtstorted reality and has the power of a delusional conviction. The suicid 
fantasy is the motive force. A person's promise or conscious resolve not to k~ 
themselves, or even a strong feeling that suicide is no longer an option, does 
n~t _put them b~yond the risk of another attempt on their life. As long as the 
SUictde fantasy IS not understood and worked through, the individual is in 
dan~er of resorting to suicide as a means of dealing with conflict, pain and 
anxtety. 

I have paid particular attention to suicidal patients' fantasies about death and 
their affects and thoughts during the build-up to a suicide attempt in which 
they clearly intended to kill themselves. Their attitude towards death by suicide 
and their suicide fantasies confirm Maltsberger and Buie's (1980) observations 
of suicidal patients and their formulations. While each patient expected his or 
her body to die, they also imagined another part of them would continue to 
live in a conscious body-less state, otherwise unaffected by the death of their 
body. Although killing the body was a conscious aim, it was also a means to an 
end. The end was the pleasurable survival of an essential part of the self, which 
I will refer to as the 'surviving self', a self that will survive in another dimen
sion. This survival was dependent upon the destruction of the body (Maltzberger 
and Buie, 1980). 

Merging with mother and annihilation anxiety 

From the analysis of my suicidal patients it was possible to form a general 
picture of an object, which, in Freud's terms, was now identified with the body, 
in order to understand why the body became expendable. 

In each ca~e the narrative point of origin of the psychopathology (Stern, 
1985) was bUilt around a mothering object who was perceived as dangerous 
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and untrustworthy. Separation and individuation had prove~ too ?ainf~l for 
these patients and they withdrew cathe~s fro~ oth_ers while mamta111mg a 
fantasy of a regressive move to merge ':"'1th an tdeahsed mother ':"'ho would 
rneet all their needs. Howeve~, these patt~nts _felt themselves ~o be 111 a double 
bind. While being preoccupted w1th thlS w1sh _eo merge With mother, th~y 

b me anxious about being engulfed by the object if they should succeed m 
eCO ful · ·ng or being abandoned to starve if they should be unsuccess 111 gec-rnergi , 

cing into the object (Glasser, 1979). . . _ 
Although there were different types of sutcJde fantastes (see Maltzberger 
d Buie, 1980; Campbell and Hale 1991) each fantasy was underpinned by a 
~ h for the 'surviving self' to merge with an idealised maternal imago. The 
w~ 'de fantasy represented a solution to the conflict which results from the 
SUlCI . . • 

· h to merge with mother, on the one hand, and the consequent pnrrunve 
WlS . . hhd 
anxieties about annihilation of the self, on the other. By proJecun~ t_ e . ate , 
engiJlfing or abandoning primal mother.on to_the ~ody and the~ killmg tt: the 

rviving self is free to fuse with the split-off tdeahsed, desexuahsed, omrupo
~~ndy gratifying mother represented by st~tes of oce~nic bliss, ~rearnJess ete~na1 
sleep, a permanent sense of peace, becorrung o~e wtth the umverse or achiev
ing a state of nothingness (Maltzberger and ~Uie, _1 ~80). , 

Just as there was a split between the good surviVmg self _and t~e bad body, 
there was also a split between the hated, _engiJ_lfing or ab~ndoru1~g pnm~ m~t~er, 

ow identified with the body, and the Idealised one wtth wh1ch the survivmg 
~elf' would safely fuse once the bad mother/body had been eliminated. 

The case of Mr Adams1 

Mr Adams was a 'mummy's boy', who was alternately indulged and abandoned 
according to the whims of his narcissistic mother. He felt rejected by his father 
who was seldom at home and appeared to favour his older brother. Mr Adarns 
wanted to join in the family business after A levels and was hurt when father 
sent him off to university in Glasgow. His father died of cancer shortly after Mr 
Adams returned to Edinburgh with his degree. At the age of 30, while under 
severe stress at work, Mr Adams took an overdose of Valium. A year later, on 
the brink of a business failure, he took another overdose and cut his wrists. 

When he was 40, Mr Adams came to see me looking dishevelled and un
shaven after he had gambled away all of his money - half a million P?unds._ He 
looked and sounded melancholic - feeling impoverished (as he was m reality), 
slighted and unjustly created. He told me that when he went to a cas~no he 
often started with a little money but soon won thousands, only to lose It all at 

I have written about Mr Adams from another perspective in an earlier paper (Camp bell 

and Hale, 1991). 
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the end of the night. His older brother had taken over his fi nancial affairs 
blocked all ofhls bank accounts, left him with a weekJy allowance and went off 
to Japan for a holiday. Mr Adams said that he felt suicidal and then made a sli 
saying 'father' instead of 'brother' had left him and gone off to Japan. Whenpi 
called ills attention to his slip he referred to his suicidal thoughts and added •· 
all started with my father's death'. ' lt 

After Mr Adams' father died, his mother confided only in him that she 
would one day commit suicide. In passing he said that his mother also confided 
to him that she had 'killed' her own mother with a drug overdose after she had 
a paralysing stroke. Mter associating to ills fear that his wife might leave him 
Mr Adarns added that he didn't understand why he always avoided ills mother: 

One month after Mr Adams started five times weekly analysis, ills mother 
made a serious but unsuccessful swcide attempt at home in Edinburgh. Mr 
Ada.ms wasn't surprised. 'I didn't go to see her because my brother is there. I'm 
glad he's upset and had to come back from Tokyo. I stayed in bed all day yester
day.' Mr Adams justified his coldness by referring to his family's very rational 
attitude to death. Without recognising the failure of this defence, he described 
his father as 'paranoid, full of fear and panic during his last week. His face at the 
funeral home was distorted and ugly. I tried to push his lips into a calm expres
sion. My mother is always calm.' 

The next day he was furious that his brother advised him not to sell his 
shares to settle his debts, but to keep them and gamble that they would increase 
in value. I linked his rage at being put at risk to satisfy hls brother's wish for 
excitement with his mother's secret which had put rum at risk as the passive, 
guilty accomplice, waiting for a predicted self-murder. l then took up what [ 
thought was his fear that I would put him at risk by not taking seriously his 
earlier attempts to kill himself. 

In the sessions Mr Adams regularly complained that l did not give him 
advice and suggestions. l interpreted tills behaviour in the transference in terms 
of his view of me as distant and withdrawn and his efforts to get compensation 
for what his mother failed to give him by actively demanding more from me. 
This was often followed by transient regressed states featuring rambling and 
mumbled conversation and narcissistic withdrawal into drowsiness, which I 
interpreted as Mr Adarns' identification with his narcissistic mother. This ap
peared to be what Pearl King (1978) refers to as a reverse transference, that is, 
the patient relating to the analyst in such a way to give the analyst the experi
ence of the patient as a child by relating to the analyst as the parent had done. 
My interpretations seemed to have a positive effect and there were obvious 
signs of improvement in Mr Adams' appearance. 

Mr Adams' gambling represented a manic solution to his feelings of helpless
ness, impotence and despair. l understood the self-defeating, self-impoverishing 
aspect of his gambling behaviour as Mr Adams dicing with death, particularly 
after his mother's suicide attempt increased his anxiety about his own sur-
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· 1 1 was worried about the suicidal component of his gambling. As his 
VIV3 · . . 
wish to r.:iumph over the odds intensified, I took up h1s pattern .of losmg 

oney as a way of demonstrating his mother's failure by leavmg h1m bereft 
rn d without resources. His failures also invited his mother to rescue h1m and 
an h . . 1 · s now clear he wanted me to do the same. T ese mterpretauons a so 
1t wa . 

eared to have an effect; Mr Adams stopped gambling. Furthermore, hts 
app · · · · h' k d attitude became more positive and he began mvestmg agam m IS wor an 

family. . . . . . 
At this point, Mr Adams interrupted his analysts m an opturus~1c frame ~f 

rnind to go to Edinburgh, his home town, to try to generate busmess for hts 
neglected company. However, once there business did not go well and ~e ~ouldn't 
face ills old friends. On a Sunday afternoon he felt lonely and swCidal and 
called ills wife in London, hoping she would express symp~~y and come t~ 
join him. Instead, Mrs Adams complained about his u~ing sutcide to ?la~~ail 
her. She couldn't stand his threats any more and told h1m to get on With 1t 1f he 

was going to kill himself. 
At first Mr Adams felt shattered, hurt, rejected and totally alone. However, 

once he decided to kill himself he felt great relief and calm. He took seventy 
10 mg tablets of Valium and lay down feeling at peace. As the pills took effect 
he felt he was drifting off into another dimension. There was a sense of one
ness, a merging into another kind of existence. He was found by accident and 
rushed to hospital in time. I was shocked when I heard the news. I felt that I 
had missed something and had let Mr Adarns down. 

I now want to report what I learned from Mr Adarns after his suicide at
tempt and what I had learned by thinking again about what he had told me 
before the attempt. I compared my thoughts about Mr Adams with what I had 
learned previously from my other suicidal patients. 

Counter-transference during a pre-suicide state 

My assessment of Mr Adarns' suicide attempt began with the fact that I was 
shocked when I heard the news. I assumed that understanding my response 
would shed some light on why I was caught by surprise. Sandler's (1976) con
cept of the analyst's role response provided a useful framework for considering 
my reaction. Sandler (1976) draws attention to the patient's unconscious at
tempts to provoke the analyst to behave in such a way as to confirm the p~
tient's illusory (transference) image of the analyst. The analyst may hold. his 
response to this prodding in his consciousness (King, 1978, referred to this .as 
his 'affective response'), and make use of it to understand the transference. Fail
ure to hold responses and the enactment of them in behaviour, attitude or 
remark represents the analyst's unconscious role response. 

Sandler suggests that: 
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v~ry often the ~rrational response of the analyst, which his professional eo 
sc1ence leads him to see entirely as a blind spot of his own . n-may sometun 
be usefully regarded as a compromise-formation between his own t d es 
· d h · fl · en en ctes an IS re eXJve acceptance of the role which the patient is fc · -

him. orcmg on 

. . (1976, p. 46) 
Sandler v1ews this type of counter-transference reaction as a piece ofb h · 

. d h e aVJour or an attltu e t at results from the overlap of the patient's path 1 d 
al ' C o ogy an the 

an yst s. onsequently, the professional is only likely to become awa f hi 
1 . fc . re o s 

ro e m a counter-trans erence mteraction by observing his own fc li 
b h · ee ngs and 

e aviour after the fact, after he has responded. Nevertheless by · · hi 
fc . , Vlewmg s 

counter-trans erence behaVIour as related to the patient and thinkin' f · 
. b . . , g o lt as a 

comprorruse etween his own tendencies or propensities and the role 1 · 
hi hi h h . . re atlOn-

s . p w c t e.paoent IS unconsciously seeking to elicit, the analyst can deepen 
h1s understandmg of the transference and his part in the patient's · ·d 
nario. SUlCI e sce-

~t b~came appare~t that an essential ingredient of the pre-suicide state is the 
panent s attempt to mvolve the analyst in an active way in the su1·c1'd · s k ( 9 · , . . . e scenano. 

tra er 1 58) pomted out: A dects1ve factor m the successful suicide atte 
a.ppears to be the implied ~onsent or unconscious collusion between the~~~ 
tlent and the person most mvolved in the psychic struggle' The · 

ll . . . . · unconsciOus 
co uston IS buned m the analyst's counter-transference. 

. ~sch (1 ?80) has dem_onstrated the vulnerability that the therapist of the 
SUICidal panent has to bemg provoked into negative counter-transfce · 

d hi h . rence ato-
tu es w c are expenenced by the patient as collusion in the suicidal r-. 
This ll . fi . Iantasy. c? uston con rms for the panent the analyst's active participatio · 
r~gresstve sa~o-masochistic fusion, places the therapist in the role of the e:e:~ 
noner, and g1ves the .P~tient just~fication for retaliation via a suicide attempt. 

The sado-masochistiC dynarruc may also manifest itself in the btl fi ·all b · . su e, super-
Cl. Y erugn form of the patient's feeling of being at peace which contributes 

to mcreased self-assurance and confidence (Laufer and Laufer 1984) D · ffi · · . • . epres-
sJve a ects, aruaeues and conflicts are no longer commuru·cated This · · · . · narCJSSIStlC 
Withdrawal cuts the therapist off from moods and behaviour whi h uld 

all Jj · C WO 
norm y e Clt an .em~athic response of alarm or worry and may result in the 
sudden loss of subJecnve emotional concern (Tah.ka 1978) for th ,.; 1 · . . . . • . e pauent. 

. n a narctSSJSttc regressiOn, which dominated my patients during the pre-
SUICJde state, there ts the prospect of imminently fulfilling a merging suicide 
fantasy. As far as these patients were concerned, they were already at peace 
beca~se they had crossed a rational barrier of self-preservation identified the 
assassm/mother with their b_ody, an~ ~ad no doubts about killi~g it. 

The analyst, burdened With aruaenes about his or her patient's life or ex
hausted by the patient's relentless attack on hope or angry about being blackmailed 
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(often before a holiday break from treatment), may be tempted to retaliate by 
giving up on his or her patient or using the patient's sense of peace to justify 
relaXing his therapeutic vigilance. In my case, external signs ?f decreased srress 
and improvement in the patient were used to defend against my unconscious 
wishes to retaliate by letting go of the suicide risk. 

The father and the pre-suicide state 

The questions remained, 'Who was I in the transference? Who was the object 
evoked by Mr Adams and enacted by me?' It was clear from Mr Adarns that he 
felt distant and alienated from his father. The absence of his father in Mr Adarns' 
material was consistent with their relationship. My failure to perceive and re
spond interpretatively to Mr Adarns' suicide risk confirmed my role as the 
distant, uninvolved father. I had the impression that Mr Adams' father had failed 
his son during an early phase of development. 

In normal development, both pre-Oedipal parents represent to the child the 
world outside the exclusivity of the mother-infant relationship, e.g. the reali
ties of time and place and objects. For the purpose of this chapter f will only 
consider the role that the 'good-enough' pre-Oedipal father plays as friendly 
rival with both his child and his wife, in offering each of them a dyadic rela
tionship that is parallel to and competes with the mother-child unit . 

In 'good-enough' fathers the pleasure of procreation and the birth of his 
child is accompanied by feelings of envy and exclusion from the mother-child 
relationship as well as adjustment to a secondary role with the child. Initially, 
failiers can defend against this change by supporting the mother and making 
use of passive feminine aspects of their make-up to identify with the mother. 
However, a more active, masculine identification will emerge in the father's 
relationship with his child and wife. 

On the one hand, the attractive and attractingfather stakes a claim on his child 
and, with moilier's help, enables the child to move from the exclusivity of the 
infant-mother relationship into an inclusive position as part of a pre-Oedipal 
triad. 

Father's gender role identity and parental Oedipal impulses influence the 
idiosyncratic nature of the claim he makes on his child. For instance, his 
conscious and unconscious fantasies and anxieties about female sexuality will 
affect the way he relates to his daughter from the beginning. She may be 
'daddy's little girl'. Gender influenced relating will also play a part in the way 
a father helps his son dis-identify from mother (Greenson, 1968) and father's 
view of the way his wife relates to his male offspring. The father may even be 
conscious of not wanting his wife to 'feminise' his son. Whatever form this 
process of claiming his child takes, and there will always be infinite variations 
influenced by mixtures of projections and reality, the child will become aware 
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that he or she occupies a place in father's mind that is separate and di . 
from mother. StJnct 

The child also becomes aware of a place for mother in father's ,....,; d 
J fc c. h . h , . .. .... n and a 

p ace or 1at er m mot er s mm d. Father reclaims his wife by sed · 
b k h. . . ucmg her 
~c to Jm and rekindling her adult sexuality. The father who recta· hi 

w1fe and engages his child on his own terms protects them both from li uns. 5 

I . 'fi . al' b. . ngen ng 
ov~.r ~dng t.n a uston or sym tottc state and facilitates the separation and 
m tvt uatton process {Mahler and Gos!iner, 1955). 

Freud (1931) recognised the little girl's attachment to her father as a fu 
fro~. her first att~chment to mother. Loewald (1951) referred to the ~il~~ 
postove •. pre-Oedtpal relationship with the father who stands for a paternal 
ve.to agamst ~he ~n~ng and o_verpov.:ering womb which threatens to under
mine the egos onentaoon to reality and Its efforts to establish boundaries betwe 
self and other. en 

.The father'~ rwofold response supports the child's right to an independent 
exJStence that 1s separate from mother while providing the toddler with 
f . . h . J . fc a means 

o copmg .wit tts ongmg. or her. Abe~in (1978) postulates that at around 18 
~onths this process res~ts ~n an early tnangulation in which the toddler iden
tifies Wlth the nval fathers WlSh for mother in order to form a mental representati 
of a. self that is sepa~ate a.nd l?nging for mother. The good-enough fath~~ 
pr?vt?es a m~del f~r tdenuficatJon as .well as an alternative relationship to the 
child s regresstve w1sh to return to a fusional' state with mother with b . . su se-
quem allX.leoes about engulfment. 

. In the .analysis of ~y suic~dal patients it became apparent that they per
ceived the1r fathers as etther wtthdrawn or actively reiecting them and as ha · 
fail d I · :J ' vmg 

e to re.c :urn their.wives. ~ach patient had felt abandoned to their anxiety 
about survt.vmg as a dtfferenoated self when left with a disturbed mother. 

!he patients' suicide fantasies articulated in the present represented inter
nalised early ~athological relationships berween mother and child and father. 
The pre-Oed1pal fat~er's rol~ was often obscured by the patient's relationship 
w tth the .mother whtch dommated the suicide fantasy and by the father's ab
~ence o~ meffecoveness. However, it was during the pre-suicide state that the 
mternalised father's failure to intervene in the pathological mother-child 1 _ 
. h ' b re a nons tp ecame most critical. 

Discussio n 

It was clear that Mr_ Adarns intended . to kill his body while maintaining the 
fantasy that part of himself would surv1ve. After taking the overdose Mr Adams 
f~lt cal~, ~s he had described his mother, and expected to pass into 'another 
dimensiOn and wondered what it would be like. 

A detailed analysis of Mr Adarns' suicide fantasies would take us beyond the 
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· of this chapter. I will not develop further Mr Adarns' identification with 
auns b hi . 'd t h his suicidal mother (for instance, while ~alking a out s sulCI .e a~emp .e 
made a slip saying his mother was 40- hts age). It also emerged~~ his analys~s 
that Mr Adams hoped that his suicide would serve as revenge agamst both hts 

parents. hi · 1 
Mr Adams' suicide fantasy was organised around a sado_-ma.soc soc re_a-

. nship with his mother whose shared secret had tortured htm by making htm 
:accomplice in a homicide (the overdose that she had administered to her 
mother) and her own planned suicide. His mother's unsucc.e~sful attempt on 
her life increased his guilt2 because he had ignored h~r exphctt warmngs that 

h would kill herself. His fear that she would kill htm mcreased as well. He 
se · 'M h · d slipped in telling me of his mother's suicide attempt, sapng y mot er tne 

to kill myself.' . . 
Mr Adams felt his father did not relate to him in his own nght. For mstance, 

father could not support his son's wish to join him in the family business. Mr 
Adams associated feeling suicidal to being left by his father, and then recalled 
that his suicidal fantasies started with his father's death. H owever, Mr Adams 
felt abandoned to his mother by his father long before his fat~er's de~th. Father 
and brother had paired off while he was left with mother. Wttho~t his father. as 
an alternative object with whom to identify, Mr Adams was left m a masochis-

tic tie to a murderous mother. . 
Although Mr Adams' suicide fantasies were the out~ome ?fa p~tho~og1c~l 

bond with his mother, during the pre-suicide state hts relaoonship wtth his 
father, particularly father's failure to protect him from his mother, functioned 
as the sanction of the suicidal act. . 

Mr Adarns relied upon splitting of the self and the object to survive his 
mother's suicide attempt, which he experienced as an attack on his life. The 
resulting suicide fantasy during the pre-suicide state had two components: an 
unconscious fantasy and a delusional conviction. Mr Adams' unconscious fa~
tasy which identified his body with a bad mother initi~y came into the. analysis 
as non-verbal communications in his neglect and rrustreatment of his body. 
After his suicide attempt this identification was put into words by Mr Adarns: 
'Mother couldn't care for her body and she couldn't care for mine. How could 
I care for myself?' Getting rid of his bad mother, no:' ide~tified wi~h th~ ob
ject of his suicidal attack - his body - would make tt poSSible for h1s spht-off 
surviving self to merge with the split-off idealised mother- the nameless 'other 

dimension'. 
There was a breakthrough of his unconscious identification of his body 

with his mother and his sadistic revenge against the bad mother, represented by 
his wife, when he made a slip: 'I can't say to my wife "I want to kill yourself." ' 

2 
See Barnen and Hale (1985) for an analytic study of a son's guilt following his father's 

suicide. 
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The fantasy of merging with an idealised mother (which was on his mind 
when he took the pills) became a delusional conviction during the pre-suicide 
state. 

Mr Adams' slip of the tongue, 'My mother tried to kill myself', represented 
a breakthrough of a preconscious awareness of mother's sadistic attack on him 
via her suicide attempt and formed the basis of his identification with the 
aggressor. In proceeding with his suicide plan Mr Adams turned passive into 
active, and shifted from a masochistic to a sadistic role, in order to extract 
revenge. Mr A dams' depression lifted as he planned the details of his execution 
which included collecting Valium tablets, returning to his birthplace, and de
ceiving others about his intentions by appearing more sociable and optimistic. 
He stopped gambling. In sessions he talked about his earlier suicide attempts as 
well as his mother's attempt on her life. 

At this critical point in the analysis I saw myself, in retrospect, as a guard 
g~i~g to sleep at his post. In this case, the decisive factor in precipitating the 
SUICide attempt was the relaxation of my vigilance regarding the suicide risk, a 
lessening of my empathic contact with the patient, and an enactment of his 
father's withdrawaP and failure to stake a claim for his child's right to a rela
tionship with him by not protecting Mr Adams' analytic time and place with 
me. 

Later, in his analysis, it became clear that fantasies enacted in his gambling 
had been displaced on to his suicide fantasy including the belief that he 
would omnipotently triumph over the loss of his father and be chosen by 
fate/mother. The pre-suicide state, like gambling, is a manic flight from judgement 
into narcissism. Mr Adams was unconsciously in the grip of a repetition com
pulsion and had tested me to see if I would repeat his earlier experience with 
his father. My role response to Mr Adarns' behaviour (e.g. an apparent im
provement and the undetected meaning of a narcissistic withdrawal) coincided 
with his breaking of the analytic structure (by cancelling sessions) which I 
failed to prevent. My failure was experienced by the patient as a failure to 
maintain the reality of our relationship, that is, the realities of time and place, 
thereby leaving the patient without an alternative to the timeless merging 
fantasy of his suicide scenario. Mr Adams left me to return to his mother. I 
failed to analyse the merging fantasy that was gratified in this way and the 
destructiveness inherent in it. 

My empathic failure was experienced by M r Adarns as an enactment in the 
transference of the neglectful pre-Oedipal father who sanctioned his youngest 
son's return to a seductive and 'murderous' mother. In this way, I unwittingly 
entered into and played a role in the patient's suicide fantasy. 

3 Limentani (1991) has observed a similar counter-transference phenomenon in the analysis 
of overt or latent homosexuality in males and females. 
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Su mmary 

Just prior to attempting suicide Mr Adarns cancelled his sessions. At the same 
time, I underestimated the imminence of the suicidal act. There is no explicit 
or implicit suggestion that these two features occur only with suicidal pa
tients, but these features may have particular meaning during a pre-suicide 

state. 
The analysis of a pre-suicide state based on material from before and after Mr 

Adams' suicide attempt illuminated the father transference which had been en
acted in my counter-transference and the cancelled sessions. The transferenc( 
was to a father who failed to claim his child for himself, who abandoned him to 
a smothering, 'murderous' mother, and who did not offer an alternative to an 
exclusive mother/child fusion. The father had not stood in the way of a regres
sive pull to a sado-masochistic relationship with mother which formed the cor( 
of the suicide fantasy. This experience of the abandoning father was reversed br 
the patient who, in turn, left the analyst to join his mother - in death. 
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